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Abstract
One of the popular remote sensing technique is remote sensing using radar technology such as Synthetic
Aperture Radar (SAR). In this paper, a compact SAR prototype transmitter was designed so it could
be installed in small platform. This SAR transmitter was designed to generate a frequency modulated
continuous wave (FMCW) using direct digital synthesizer (DDS) integrated with RF front end modules
such as analog filter and power amplifier. The bandwidth of the radar spectrum is 10 MHz, and the
carrier frequency used is 1.27 GHz. The L-Band has been chosen as the carrier signal in order to detect
the target (trees). The payload was designed for aerial vehicle, hence the choice of components should be
as small as possible. The FMCW-SAR transmitter was implemented by using DDS module AD9850 and
integrated with another RF component. The FMCW-SAR transmitter produces the transmit power
about -17.67 dBm.
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1. Introduction
Active remote sensing, such as radar, is a tech-

nique to obtain object’s properties by illuminating
the target with electromagnetic wave or laser, re-
ceiving its reflection, then proceeding the reflected
signal into a set of information [1]. Synthetic Aper-
ture Radar (SAR) is a popular radar technology
that has been learned and developed to sense the
remote target such as volcanoes, flood, air surveil-
lance and many more applications [2-4]. There
are few advantages of using radar to observe the
environment, for example, radar can be operated
in day or night because it is not dependent on
sun light. Moreover, for airborne and spaceborne
radar, it can also can detect targets even though
clouds cover them [5]. SAR technology is able to
increase the cross-resolution of common radar tar-
get area [6] and it is mostly installed in an moving
platform such as UAV (Unmanned Aerial Vehicle).
That platform generates limited electrical power
and has restriction on payload size.

FMCW radar is the right answer for SAR ap-
plication that has limitation on its power and
dimension. FMCW transmits continuous wave
which naturally consumes smaller power because
its spectral density is widely spread in its spec-
trum. In addition, the FMCW also emits contin-
uous wave that has been modulated, where the
frequency modulation is popular technique to use
in this case. This method is applied to solve the
natural problem of continuous wave radar that
is not able to detect the target range by giving
a timing mark to the transmitted signal. From
the circuit view, FMCW radar can be built with
simple design that consists a less number of com-
ponents which makes this technology fit with SAR
in moving platform such as UAV or satellite.

In this research, the SAR transmitter has been
designed to be as compact as possible to emit
FMCW radar signal in L-Band using dual DDS.
The transmitter design was restricted by few mat-
ters, such as small component selection, low power
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consumption, and FMCW signal above the mini-
mum specification of this remote sensing mission.

2. Theory Overview
2..1 Radar Technology

Radar (Radio Detection and Ranging) is an
active remote sensing device that use electromag-
netic wave to detect the target. Firstly radar had
been invented as a part of the war equipment [7].
Recently, many researchers use radar ability to
detect target in many applications such as bridge
health monitoring, through wall target detection,
forest and land monitoring [8], etc. Radar works
by emitting electromagnetic wave to the target, re-
ceiving its reflection, then gathering the object’s
informations through signal processing process.
The Fig. 1 shows the simple radar system block,
which contains signal generator, the antennas, and
the digital processor, and how it works.

Fig. 1. How Radar Works

2..2 FMCW-SAR Characteristic and Performance
FMCW SAR (Frequency Modulated Contin-

uous Wave Synthetic Aperture Radar) is a type
of continuous wave radar which is using modu-
lated wave to detect the object.[9] This radar fix
the ordinary CW radar flaw, the inability to get
the target’s range information. The ’Synthetic’
term describes that the radar form an artificial
aperture by using the small antenna that is in-
stalled in moving platform such as aerial vehicle
or spacecraft. The Fig. 2 describes the shape of
the triangular FMCW waveform and the Fig. 3
shows how a SAR works.

Fig. 2. FMCW radar waveform

Fig. 3. Description of SAR work

At the Fig. 2, the black line represent the
transmitted FMCW signal and the blue line repre-
sent the reflection signal that is received. There is
delay between both transmitted and received sig-
nal as long as ∆t. Variable t0 is the time needed
by the FMCW chirp generator to produce the
FMCW signal from the start frequency (f0) up to
the stop frequency with the frequency deviation
(∆f). To determine the target range and velocity,
the difference between transmitted and received
signals is used to yield the frequency beat (fb).
For the stationary target, the target’s distance R
is determined by using Eq.(1) [10].

R =
cfb

2ḟ
(1)

c is the speed of light (3 × 108 m/s). The
symbol ḟ is the frequency rate, which is obtained
from Eq.(2) [20].

ḟ =
∆f

t0
(2)

In the Fig. 3, the antenna’s beam is set to
be perpendicular with the aircraft path. From
this condition, we could identify that the range
resolution is also perpendicular against the obser-
vation track and the cross-range resolution will
be parallel with the track. The range resolution
for SAR is not different with common radar, and
SAR technique gives no effect to this resolution.
As mentioned before, SAR only focus is to make
the cross-range resolution of a radar getting better
than RAR.

In RAR (Real Aperture Radar), cross-range
resolution can be achieved by using Equation (3).
However, the cross-range resolution in SAR (δcr)
can be obtained by modified the Eq.(3) where the
distance variable D is replaced with the long syn-
thetic aperture track LSA like showed in Eq.(4)[11].

δcr =
Rλ

D
(3)
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δcr =
Rλ

2LSA
=

λ

2∆θ
(4)

With ∆θ is the synthetic aperture angle which
is formed from the position of the observer with
the target.

Next, for the SAR range resolution value, will
be influence by how wide the bandwidth system
(B) used. The range resolution can be calculated
by using Eq.(5)[11]

∆R =
c

2B
(5)

In order to measure the performance of the
SAR system, there are some parameters which
are need to be defined. The performance can be
calculated by using Eq.(6)[11].

SNR =
PtG

2λ2σ

(2π)3kT0FLR4
(6)

Due to SAR using small antenna and it is
moved to sweep the observation area as far as
LSA, the time factor ta, time needed to complete
the sweeping proces, will affect the Equation (6).
The result, the equation will be modified by mul-
tiplying the Equation (6) with ta become Eq.(7)
[11].

SNR =
PtG

2λ2σ

(4π)3kT0FL
ta (7)

With ta meets the Eq.(8) [11].

ta =
λR

2V δcr
(8)

Radar Cross Section (RCS) σ used in Eq.(7)
is the RCS per unit area (σ0), which is related
with the RCS of target. Variable σ0 is derived
from Eq.(9) [11].

σ =
σ0δcrδr
cosψ

(9)

by applying substitution towards variable ta
and σ in Eq.(6) with the Eq.(8) and Eq.(9), then
will be obtained the final equation to calculate
the SAR permormance by Eq.(10)[11].

SNR =
PtG

2λ3σ0δr
2(4π)3kT0FLR3V cosψ

(10)

Where Pt, G, (λ), (R), T0, F , L, V , and (ψ)
are the radar power transmit, gain of the an-
tenna which is assumed to be identical between
the transmitter and receiver, wavelenght, the dis-
tance between target and the observer, the total
of noise temperature, the total noise figure of sys-
tem, the total loss from the radar device, and

velocity of the platform respectively. (k) is Boltz-
mann constant which is 1.38 × 10−23JK−1. This
is ideally set to be .

2..3 FMCW Signal Generation Using DDS
Direct Digital Synthesizer (DDS) is a method

to generate signal digitally. The DDS block sys-
tem regularly consists of phase accumulator, phase
to amplitude converter, digital to analog converter,
and filter. The Fig . 4 shows the block system of
a DDS [12].

The main part of a DDS system is on the phase
accumulator. In this part, the bits that will be
synthesized are sent into frequency register and
phase register. The digital value that is coming
out from the phase register will be delivered into
the amplitude converter, that is ROM that con-
tain sine look up table which is used to change the
digital number from phase register output into si-
nusoidal signal in discrete form. The frequency of
the DDS output can be determined using Eq.(11).

fout =
Mfclk

2n
(11)

Variable M is the tuning word, fclk is the
reference clock, and n is the bit of the phase accu-
mulator. Based on Nyquist’s Theorem, maximum
frequency value that can be synthesized by DDS
is half of the reference clock that is used by the
DDS.

3. FMCW-SAR Transmitter Design
In this research, the part of FMCW-SAR that

has been built is the FMCW-SAR transmitter.
First, the radar performance that wants to be
achieved will be explained then continue by expla-
nation of the each component of the transmitter.

3..1 Design of FMCW-SAR Performance
The FMCW-SAR transmitter uses 2 DDS to

produce complex signals. Both DDS is synchro-
nized by using one reference clock. The complete
block system of FMCW-SAR that has been re-
searched is shown in Fig. 5. The complete trans-
mitter specification is shown in Table 1.

3..2 Design of FMCW-SAR Transmitter
The designed FMCW-SAR transmitter is con-

sist of chirp generator, up conversion block, and
amplifier. The transmitter system is shown by
Fig. 5.

The bill of material of this transmitter is listed
in Table 2. In order to built a compact trans-
mitter, the smaller components are intentionally
picked up. The selected DDS module is the
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Fig. 4. Block System of DDS

Fig. 5. Block System of SAR Transmitter

Table 1: FMCW-SAR Transmitter Specification

Parameter Value

Frequency Carrier (F0) 1.27GHz

Start Frequency 25MHz

Stop Frequency 35MHz

Chirp Duration (τ) 1µs

Bandwidth (B) 10MHz

Frequency Deviation (∆f) 10MHz

Resolution (∆R) 15m

AD9850 and the microcontroller used is MBED
LPC1768.

3..3 The Simulation Result
The FMCW chirp generation is the first impor-

tant process in this system. To get the description
of the FMCW chirp waveform, it needs to simu-
late the wanted system. The simulation to get the
instantaneous phase of the FMCW signal is follow-
ing both Eq.(12) and Eq.(13). The result of this
simulation is the FMCW chirp at amplitude-time
domain.

f(t) = f0 + µt; −τ0
2

≤ t ≤ τ0
2

(12)

Table 2: FMCW-SAR Components List

Components Function

AD9850 DDS Module

MBED LPC1768 Microcontroller

ZX-95-1570+ VCO

ZX10Q-2-13+ 2-Way 90◦ Splitter

ZX05-U432H+ Mixer

ZX10-2-25+ Combiner

VNA-23 Power Amplifier

f(t) = f0 − µt; −τ0
2

≤ t ≤ τ0
2

(13)

The f0 is the center frequency and µ is the
LFM coefficient which is equal to B / t0 (Band-
width divide by the chirp width). To investigate
the triangle form of the FMCW chirp, the in-
stantaneous frequency need to be simulated. The
simulation to get the instantaneous frequency is
done by following both Eq.(14) and Eq.(15). The
result of this simulation is the signal FMCW in
triangle form in frequency-time domain.

φ(t) = 2π(f0t+
µ

2
t2); −τ0

2
≤ t ≤ τ0

2
(14)
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φ(t) = 2π(f0t−
µ

2
t2); −τ0

2
≤ t ≤ τ0

2
(15)

The result of all simulation is shown by Fig. 6.
The upper image is the FMCW chirp in amplitude-
time domain, while the middle one is the triangle
form of FMCW chirp in frequency-time domain,
and the lower one is the up converted signal.

Fig. 6. The FMCW-SAR simulation result: (a)
The Sinusoidal form of FMCW chirp; (b) Trian-
gular FMCW; (c) The mixed signal

4. Implementation And Analysis
4..1 Signal Generator Implementation

As explained at the previous chapter, the
transmitter uses two synchronized DDS to gener-
ate the FMCW chirp. Both module are connected
to a microcontroller that constantly store the tun-
ing word bit into both DDS. The communication
used between microcontroller and the DDS is us-
ing SPI (Serial Peripheral Interface) bus. For
the frequency update and reset triggers, two digi-
tal pins are utilized by sending a binary number
that behave like a switch. The configuration is
described by Fig. 7 and the FMCW generation
result by using DDS is shown by Fig. 8.

4..2 Synchronization of Two DDS
As explained before, to get inphase and quadra-

ture in this FMCW-SAR system, the synchroniza-
tion between two DDS has been done. The micro-
controller is needed to store the tuning word to
the both DDS with 90◦ phase difference between
them. The frequency updating process is inten-
tionally delayed from their clock timing by using

Fig. 7. DDS module test configuration

Fig. 8. DDS module testing result

D-Flip Flop. The purpose of delaying is to make
the frequency updating valid by the DDS. To ob-
serve the synchronization result which produce
the inphase and quarature signals, the output of
each DDS is connected to oscilloscope. The result
is shown by Fig. 9.

Fig. 9. The DDS synchronizaition result

The inphase and quadrature signal are succeed
to be generated, but there was a mistake in the
phase difference between both signals, where the
wanted value was 90◦ did not occurred. The actual
phase value occurred is about 109.3◦. This result
has been analyzed and predicted to be caused by
the asymmetric in the reference clock circuit path
from the source, 125 MHz crystal clock, to the
both DDS and D-Flip Flop.

The DDS output also had been measured us-
ing the Spectrum Analyzer to observe how their
spectrum are. The result is shown by Fig. 10.
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The magnitude of both signal is slightly different
on to each other, where the measured inphase
signal magnitude was -12.17dBm, and quadrature
signal was -11.33dBm.

Fig. 10. Inphase spectrum at DDS output

4..3 FMCW-SAR Payload Integration Result
Integration has been done to produce the de-

sired FMCW-SAR signal. This process has in-
volved all the components in Table 2. The con-
struction of the FMCW-SAR payload follows the
composition at Fig. 5. Furthermore, to regulate
the carrier frequency on VCO, so that the mod-
ule could generate the desired carrier frequency,
LM2577 DC-DC Step Up module was used to pro-
duce right voltage to supply the Vtune pin on VCO.
The RF components integration results is shown in
Fig. 11. These RF part will be equipped with the
synchronized DDS module and power amplifier to
build the complete FMCW-SAR transmitter. The
Fig. 12 shows the result of the realization of the
whole transmitter part. The measurement result
is shown in Fig. 13 by using Spectrum Analyzer.

At the Fig. 14, the transmitted FMCW spec-
trum is successfully generated. However, the car-
rier signal also appears with the main spectrum
which is indicated that this transmitter needs an
additional RF filter to be implemented.

The magnitude of the FMCW signal is around
-18.37dBm. This value include with the loss from
the cable that used in measurement process about
0.7dBm. So, the transmit power total, if it is
subtracted by the cable loss, is -17.67dBm.

The performance of the FMCW-SAR trans-
mitter has been investigated and concluded in the
Tabel 3 with the assumption that this payload is
installed on a Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV)
which fly on 5km altitude with the velocity of 200
km/h. The result, by calculating all the variable

Fig. 11. Integration result for the RF part

Fig. 12. FMCW-SAR tansmitter integration re-
sult

using Eq.(10), shows that the device will be ex-
pected to generate the SNRout about -42.63dB.
Therefore, this transmitter output could be im-
proved by using higher high power amplifier and
antenna gain such as aperture antenna or array
antenna.

5. Conclusion
We conclude that two DDS AD9850 has suc-

cessfully produced inphase and quadrature signal.
The measure of phase difference between those
signal is 109.3◦. For the future work, the length
of circuit paths must be exactly the same to get
the precision phase. The transmitter has been
integrated and it has emitted the FMCW signal at
1.27 GHz with 10 MHz bandwidth. FMCW-SAR
transmit power that has been obtained in this
research is -17.67dBm.
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Fig. 13. FMCW-SAR tansmitter integration re-
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